
PEST ANALYSIS FOR CANCER CHARITY IN UK

It provides a starting point for charities trying to understand which of the big both globally and in the UK, we decided to
re-run the analysis.

Public Relations Review, 39 5  Investment in big data and digital expertise will provide sophisticated means of
targeting older and younger donors The Wall Street Journal  Trend-watching is essential because it helps us
prepare for what might be coming in the near future. There is no exception to this in the case of the UK, whose
high social standards lead to better all-round circumstances. However, maintaining this relationship requires
immense resources, including seven fundraising account managers The Guardian b. Exploring strategic
positioning in the UK charitable sector: emerging evidence from charitable organisations that provide public
services. Many now come with 60GB of memory - 98, times Gates' prediction. It aims to achieve mobile
defence by adapting to emerging trends Hooley  Journal of Business Ethics,  Knox et al. The independence
test Judge trends by the people who proclaim them. It is also starting to be more open about animal testing The
Guardian e. The crass generalisation test Trends that are true for one group of people are sometimes
exaggerated and applied to all. This makes it particularly vulnerable to fluctuations in living standards BBC
News  Chew, C. Pest analysis stands for political, economic, socio-cultural and technological environment.
Good plans start with a Pest analysis political, economic, social and technological trends , and management
teams should review these annually. But he believes the future of fundraising will depend largely on charities'
willingness to take action. They found stakeholder saliency to be socially constructed by management, with
three perspectives Figure 2 affecting the perceived importance of stakeholder audiences  Difficult as it is,
charities need to keep a close eye on how the world is changing, because past performance is no guarantee of
future success. Ipsos MORI. Can your team pass the agility test like Cancer Research? This will require
sustained brand awareness and investment in donor targeting, particularly donor retention. An approach using
the social representations of Generation Y. National Health Services Densely populated with  Marketing
Strategy and Competitive Positioning. Giving to charity: questioning the donor decision process. Hooley, G.
Performance will be benchmarked against key competitors using sentiment tracking, digital analytics, annual
charity brand indexes and public accounts. Figure 2. Micro-analysis Arnett et al. As such, structured
communications based on stakeholder segmentation increase engagement and, ultimately, donations Srnka et
al. As a seasoned fundraiser or old cynic I would advise caution before terrifying your trustees with the latest
soundbite about compassion fatigue or rushing into legacy promotion to teenagers by text message. CRUK has
an ageing donor profile and must consider whether to attract younger donors or tailor fundraising to meet
expectations of retired donors Urbain et al. Despite Tesco having international growth, this means the
company is highly dependent on the UK market and this is starting to lead to problems for them. It is now
recognised by marketing professionals that in the longer term survival and success of a business is dependant
upon the external environment a business operates within. As such, it is used by business leaders worldwide to
build their vision of the future. This will have to extend beyond a charity's marketing and communications
strategy into hard figures and long-term financial impact reviews. But if we don't learn to engage, we'll just get
left behind. The high social standards, relatively strong economy, political stability and technological
advancements all suggest that growth in the UK is set to keep on advancing. The future for charities: Shape of
things to come 12 July As the world develops around them, charities need to be aware of and react to changes
that could affect them. Only time will tell, though, how well the United Kingdom does in coming years. If
CRUK is to maintain its position as the largest cancer charity in the UK, it must attract new audiences and
seek greater engagement with existing supporters. Government puts pressure on these banks to provide loans
to SMEs and individuals.


